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You may submit a single pdf or .doc for review, but the production office requires the main
document, images, and tables be in separate files at the point of acceptance. Follow the instructions
below to submit the required files. Information on the length and style of the manuscript should be
in accordance with the kind of manuscript described in Article Types.
SI units are preferred. The nomenclature sponsored by the International Union of Pure and Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) is requested for chemical compounds. Chemical bonds should be correctly
placed and double bonds clearly indicated. Indicate valence by superscript plus and minus signs.
Authors of papers presenting ab initio electronic structure calculations or force-field calculations
should follow the respective IUPAC guidelines (see J. Comput. Chem. 20, 1587-1590 and 15911592).
Microsoft Word Documents
For manuscripts created in a word-processing program (e.g., MS Word), a separate text-only .doc,
.docx, or .rtf file should be uploaded for the entire manuscript. Tables should be uploaded
separately as a .doc or .rtf file. Figures should be uploaded separately as .tif, .eps, or .doc files. For
vector images, one .doc file is sufficient with properly labeled figures, but .tif and .eps files should
be submitted separately. Other figure file types are not suitable for production purposes. All figures
and tables should be numbered and cited sequentially in the manuscript. All captions should be
included separately at the end of the manuscript.
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ABSTRACT
Abstract text, max. 150 words, present tense, no personal pronouns. A concise and factual abstract
is required. The abstract should state briefly the purpose of the research, the principal results and
major conclusions. An abstract is often presented separately from the article, so it must be able to
stand alone. For this reason, References and non-standard or uncommon abbreviations should be
avoided.

Introduction
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed literature
Survey.

Materials and methods
Provide sufficient detail to allow the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be
indicated by a reference: only relevant modifications should be described.

Results and discussions
Results should be clear and concise. This should explore the significance of the results of the work,
not repeat them. A combined Results and Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive
citations and discussion of published literature.

Conclusions
The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which may
stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section.
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Citations in Articles:
Equation
Equations should be numbered and inserted using Equation Editor, not as graphics, and should be
set in the main text, for example: However, equation (1) is not …….
References
….. earlier studies, e.g. [2,3] where smaller ….. (see type of references examples)

Figures
Ensure that each illustration has a caption. A caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure
itself) and a description of the illustration. Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum
but explain all symbols and abbreviations used. Number figures consecutively in accordance with
their appearance in the text and place any figure notes below the table body.

Tables
Please submit tables as editable text and not as images. Tables can be placed either next to the
relevant text in the article, or on separate page(s) at the end. Number tables consecutively in
accordance with their appearance in the text and place any table notes below the table body. Be
sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in them do not duplicate results
described elsewhere in the article.

Graphics Preparation
All authors may submit color figures, schemes, and charts. All digital art, including figures,
schemes, and charts, should be saved as .tif, .eps, or .doc files. Submission of Excel and PowerPoint
files for digital images will result in unsubmission of the article. Images should be flattened prior to
submission, i.e., files should not contain layers. For vector images, one .doc file is sufficient with
properly labeled figures, but .tif and .eps files should be submitted separately.
Image resolution
All line art should be either vector files (.doc or .eps) or, if this is not feasible, have a resolution of
1200 dpi as a .tif file. Grayscale and color figures must have a resolution of at least 300 dpi.
Image sizing
Images should be created or scaled to the size intended for print; no enlargement or reduction
should be necessary. Image files should be cropped to remove non-printing borders. Files should be
checked carefully for any type, lines, or other elements outside the illustration that are not intended
for print. Such elements should be removed before submission. Image orientation should be the
same as intended for print.
Chemical structures
Chemical structures and reaction schemes should be drawn with an appropriate drawing program.
The most suitable settings that should be used with ChemDraw defaults. The settings of other
programs should be adjusted similarly. All files must be saved as TIFF or EPS files and should not
be submitted in the native application format.

